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PANDEMIC - A COVEN OF COVID-19
CAN MARCO HELP KEEP THE HAM BAND BANTER HONEST? COVID-19
HITS CLOSE TO HOME PROVIDING SHACK TIME AND MASKS OUR
MOVEMENTS. FIRST HAND EXPERIENCE FROM OUR RANKS...
COVID-19 hit home for Aether Editor and Grand Rounds Net Control Warren Brown. This was a family affair and unfortunately wife
Margaret did not survive the ordeal. May Warren and his family have
her loving memory as a blessing to comfort them.
Warren had regained enough strength by late April to check in to
our Grand Rounds on the Air net and provide a vivid description of
his infection, during the pre-hospital, hospitalization, and home recovery phases. Many MARCO members consider Warren to be a
renaissance man but this life experience is something that we wish
he was not subjected to.
Being 95 years old Warren just missed the Spanish Flu pandemic. Hopefully he will not experience two US depressions, recession
permitting. Polio had been his greatest past epidemic clinical challenge, both in exposure and as a health provider. The following
article was written by Warren gives you a first hand perspective of
COVID-19 from your friend and colleague.

This Corona contributes to cytokine
storms instead of solar storms

MARCO members form a COVID-19 net on 40 meters
Members of MARCO are conducting a special
informational 40m medical net on COVID-19. This takes
place on Wednesdays mainland USA (Thursday UTC) at
00:30 UTC on 7.221 +/- 1 MHz led by biomedical physicist, infectious disease specialist and MARCO
Past-President, Harry J. Przekop, WB9EDP. If there is
too much interference on the band, the net will move to
20m at the normal MARCO frequency of 14.342 MHz.
View our streaming page for recordings of the net.

Long-time member Dr. Warren Brown speaking about his paintings of flight and ships of war at our 2018 annual meeting. Our
first hand reporter currently paints verbal pictures of COVID-19
through personal experience.

Submitted by MARCO’s Warren J. Brown, M.D., KD4GUA

On March 24th 2020, I was in my second-floor home-office when
suddenly on peering out the window I see a large noisy firetruck pull
up at my address...on waiting for him to move-on, he didn’t. Instead
two muscular firemen jumped off the truck and headed for my house!
I dashed down the stairs to find my son holding my wife Margaret
in his arms...she had been ill with an upper respiratory infection and
had suddenly stopped breathing.
Continued on Page Two

Members of MARCO include many with personal views of
the COVID-19 crisis as it relates to their life and professional experiences. Physicians from numerous specialties and other health professionals have checked in
to the net including flight
surgeons, a biomedical
physicist, infectious disease
specialists, trauma surgeons, dentists, etc. to engage in stimulating, informative on this timely medical topic. The net has a
worldwide listenership of amateur radio operators and
shortwave listeners who have expressed appreciation to
MARCO members for contributing to the dissemination of
medical and public health awareness.

WRITE TO US!

We welcome your comments.
Email to
aether@marco-ltd.org
Letters may be edited for
brevity & clarity.
Links through Hypertext and
graphics selected are the personal choice of the editor and
not of MARCO-ltd.

DAY

Any Day
Sunday
Sunday
Wednesday *

TIME

MARCO NET SCHEDULE
FREQ.

On the Hour
10:30 a.m. Eastern
11 a.m. Eastern
8:30 p.m Eastern

14.342
14.140
14.342
7.222

NET CONTROLS

Hailing Frequency
CW Net, Chip, N5RTF
Warren, KD4GUA
Harry WB9EDP

MARCO’S CW
NET IS NOW
CALLED THE
“Bob Morgan
Memorial
Net”

Sundays, 14:30 UTC,
14.140 MHz
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MARCO Grand Rounds is held Sunday at 11 a.m. Eastern Time; 10 a.m. Central; 9 a.m. Mountain,
and 8 a.m. Pacific Coast time on 14.342. You qualify for one hour Category II CME credit with your
check-in. * The Wednesday net is a member led discussion net held during the COVD-19 crisis. *

(continued from page 1 - Warren J. Brown M.D., KD4GUA)

CPR worked and she was taken by a noisy ambulance to the
local hospital and admitted with NO visitors to an isolation ward.
Tests showed a positive for the feared Covid-19 virus.
Four days later my son and I decided, on good advice, to get
test for the virus and we drove to a tent located close to the St.
Petersburg, Florida International Airport, where masked nurses
swabbed both our nostrils.
“We will phone you the results in about seven days.” Three
days later, having symptoms and feeling apprehensive, I drove
to the local hospital and told them I had been tested, no report
had been received yet, and I wanted to make sure I hadn’t contracted the disease. Before I realized what had happened I was
admitted for observation.

Apparently my actions were impressive enough to the attending
physician who determined that with help from my son, I could
rehab better at home. On April 7th I was allowed to visit my wife,
who unknowingly to me was in the next very next room, before
my departure to be quarantined at home. The day after discharge
my wife passed away.
At home I did a great deal of sleeping, continuing to talk to unknown real-phonies, but this subsided after about a week. I was
on continuous 2.5X oxygen flow and as of now remain only partially weened from its help.
Coming to mind later was that I had similar feelings to those I
felt when being “put under” for a heart bypass years ago...a hallucination that I was in a dark underground tunnel with fluid flowing
in both directions. Fortunately I had chosen a small kayak-like
boat flowing in the right direction - toward continued life. I was
also reminded of the grotesque illusions I had during orthopedic
surgery.
In Summary: This was a short trip to hell and back. Now
feel about 75% recovered thanks to help from the visiting
nurse and my son. This is aided by a self-help rehab of
swimming backstrokes with oxygen, 15 laps daily in my heated home pool.

Warren
My hospital stay of 8 days was not pleasant as I attempted to
recover my fuzzy memories. I was isolated in a chair that prevented me from changing my sitting position. If I attempted to
move from chair to bed an alarm would sound through the hallways. The nurses, dressed in astronaut garb, would try pathetically to calm my fears of total isolation—I was as a prisoner of
one chair.
I was continuously bombarded by hallucinations—I owned a
mechanical cat I was petting (according to my daughter via telephone). I was talking to people who weren’t there and my ability
to taste and smell had totally disappeared.
My condition gradually got worse and my assigned physician
finally stated, “I am afraid we will have to move him to the ICU
unit” — then suddenly, I heard a bugle call “Retreat!” (having
been an ex-Navy bugler I recognized the call). I could virtually
see my vision brighten and a glow seemed to take over my reality. I began to curse at the non-visualized viral hordes—calling
them all sorts of bad names and could feel my attitude brighten
as I hastened their departure.

“Doc” Brown, KD4GUA

Join us for Category II CME for
The Grand Rounds on the Air
Warren has also reported an interesting clinical post-recovery
sign...an IgA vasculitis (formerly called the Henoch-Schonlein
purpora), a rash appearing on both his legs apparently caused by
a low platelet count which is notorious on appearing after various
virus respiratory infections. He has not seen this in the literature
and may be an additional complication of this un-wholesome disease.
With Warren back in the saddle as net control for our Grand
Rounds on the Air this observation would be a timely topic.
E-mail Warren - warren.brown1924@gmail.com to request
this topic and any other for consideration.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Long-time Editor extraordinaire and renaissance man Dr. Warren Brown
will be back for the August 2020 issue with all
the columns you enjoy!

LETTERS TO THE SOCIETY:

Some background about our long-term Aether Newsletter Editor and Grand Rounds Net Control follows. He is
about to become 96 years young…
Dr. Warren Brown KD4GUA was born in Brooklyn,
N.Y. on July 17, 1924. At the age of 14 the family
moved to his grandfather’s farm in Pottstown, PA.
where he attended high school.
After a year at Ursinus College he told the draft board
he was “Pre-Med” hoping to prolong his 1st college
year to termination. It worked! But then he was drafted
into the Navy hoping to be a flyer but was placed in the
hospital corps due to his “Pre-Med” status.
Following graduation from the NAVY V-12 program at
Ohio State he served a General Duty residency at the
Long Beach Naval Hospital and served on four troop
ships during the Korean War (Including “Operation
Bluejay” in Northern Greenland,) prior to ending up with
the submarines at Key West Florida. After discharge
from the Navy he went into Family Practice in Largo,
FL., where he finally became a “flyer.”

NEWSENSE...Tantalizing News!
Originated by Columnist Walter Winchell

Purchasing a Cessna 150 E-Model he earned his
instrument rating, and glider rating and became an FAA
Flight surgeon doing accident investigation etc., for 40
years along with family practice. In 1970, with three
others he founded the “Florida Aviation Historical Society for which he edited the newsletter “Happy Landings” for 40 years.and wrote several books including
“Florida’s Aviation History,: The First 100 Years.”
In 2017 Dr. Brown was inducted into the “Florida Aviation Hall of Fame” located at the Florida Sun’n Fun Air

Dr. Warren Brown
MARCO Gem

Totals are through March 1, 2020. Warren KD4GUA will
have an updated list in the next issue
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NEED CATEGORY I CME?
With thanks to Morton Plant Hospital, Clearwater, Florida,
an associate of the University. of South Florida medical
school...

Why is the issue of the Aether a Hypertext
issue and how does MARCO and it’s members benefit?

Go to www.mpmcme.org enter; go to “medical surgical
archives” and a list will pop up...pick the lecture you
want (includes mandatory ones) & when completed take
the simple test and submit it to ”Lee” for accreditation.
Good stuff !

Comments by Hypertext Issue Editor:
Jay Garlitz, DMD, AA4FL

(pictured at the MARCO 2019 CQWW 2019 J68MD operating
position in St. Lucia)

When your medical license is up for renewal, notify Lee
& she will submit the papers required. Tell her you affiliated with the hospital through MARCO and Dr. Warren
Brown.

New MARCO secretary Jay Garlitz has offered to
give Warren some backup in producing a publication when Doc Brown requests it, and so there will
be continuity when he retires. Jay is putting his
fingerprints on his issues of our publication,
giving
MARY
you a product based on his experience.
Publications written in hypertext and placed online
are a vast departure from a traditional publication,
but flexible in use. Words can have duality in purpose, the written meaning as interpreted by the
reader with a clickable link to detailed information
online chosen by the editor. The reader can chose
to view the publication as they wish, in their own
comfort zone, hypertext feature use is optional.
Top Ten Advantages and Disadvantages:

Net Category II CME on the HF Bands
Our Radio-Internet Coordinator Chip Keister N5RTF, New
Orleans, LA...livestreams our net
online. Check into our nets and earn
CME. For times when propagation is
poor when you would benefit from
audio from another receiver, if you are
away from your radio, in a skip zone,
or unplugged due to thunderstorms,
join the MARCO CW net and Grand
Rounds by live internet streaming audio. These are recorded to listen in
later to the online archive.
To Listen:
1.
2.

Use a browser to go to the following web page which has
a player app and links to the audio stream and archive: www,marcoaudio.net.
The second way is to manually enter http://
marcoaudio.ddns.net:8011/stream into a standard music
player on computer, phone, or portable device while the
net is in progress.

Feel free to share these links with anyone, MARCO
member or not. No login or password is required. There is
room for 100 listeners at a time. Comments are appreciated.

1.

The Aether can be affordably distributed in
COLOR COLOR COLOR!
2. The publication offers more information to it’s
readership in less published space. Hypertext
is included for members to click on if they
wish, but included cognizant that visitors of
different levels of health care or from the public chose to learn more about MARCO, or join.
3. The text can be larger since the supportive
material can be supplied by link. Less typed
words are needed to be fully informative.
4. Will need to be electronically distributed (a pro
and con) but always be at hand, just a click
away on a desktop-laptop computer, smart
phone, or tablet.
5. Easy to share with since it can be viewed by a
link in e-mail or through the MARCO Website.
6. Can easily be distributed on our google group
and be co-branded with our Internet presence
on Facebook and Twitter.
7. Corrections can be made and implemented
without re-distribution. Learning curve, be patient as you/we try this out as it will take time
to optimize the production and usability.
8. Our newsletter can be easily archived on our
Website.
9. The organization benefits as members are engaged on our google group listserv to receive
the link to the newsletter
10. Members who prefer reading a print version
can print at home. Those who are not online
can still request a printed version (but miss
out on the benefits of the e-version).
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GREETINGS FROM
YOUR PRESIDENT
May/June 2020
Perhaps you all should have known
better. When I served as MARCO’s
President twenty years ago, it was
my duty to preside over 9/11. Yet,
the Membership, in its wisdom, decided two years ago to return
me to office. The results speak for themselves, as the world finds
itself in a crisis of unimaginable proportions. I trust that this puts
to rest any thoughts of a third term in 2040!
All joking aside, I am honored to be chosen to lead MARCO. In
my thirty five years as a member, I have met people of extraordinary talent, dedication and accomplishment. I have learned so
much from you all. Treasured friendships have been formed at
MARCO meetings, on the air, and at our other activities. Without
a doubt, MARCO is my favorite organization, and I have received
far more from it than I have contributed to it.
Let’s thank Jay Garlitz, AA4FL for a fabulous two years in office.
He brought us into the cyber age and worked tirelessly to spread
the word about MARCO. He also arranged meetings and DXpeditions that were off the charts for fun. More please! At least when
that becomes possible...
The good news is that we will continue to have Jay on the Executive Committee, as he has been elected Secretary, to succeed
Joe Breault, WB2MXJ. Joe did a great job, modernizing our records and membership procedures. We are better for your efforts,
Joe, and thank you for them.
Thanks as well to Chuck Lind, N8CL for steadfast service as our
Treasurer. Despite the opportunity during the 2019 MARCO
cruise, he did not move our assets to an unnumbered bank account in the Cayman Islands! Chuck, you are a good man!
What can one say about Warren Brown, KD4GUA? His energy
level is staggering, and he becomes an authority in everything he
touches. If worth is measured by productivity, Warren is a billionaire - newsletters, Grand Rounds, new and interesting ideas. Oh
my!
A big thanks goes to Arnold Kalan, WB6OJB for his continued
stewardship of MediShare International.
Kudos as well to Dave Lieberman, KT8E and to Chip Keister,
N5RTF. Dave manages our Web presence and hosted our recent
annual meeting on his Zoom account. Chip sees to it that our
Grand Rounds are live-streamed and archived.
Speaking of on-air activities, I want to recognize Harry, WB9EDP
and Jerry, N4TSC, who host the weekly 40 meter Coronavirus
Net. They are doing a stellar job of disseminating scientific information about the pandemic, dispelling the myths and lies that
circulate on the subject, and publicizing MARCO at the same
time. Great job, guys!
I look forward to working with our Officers, Board of Directors and
our membership over the next two years. While I promise you a
lower energy level than Jay furnished, I am fairly comfortable that
we will exit my term with a higher sun spot number than when we
entered it. I hope to steer us through the world’s current craziness, and to hand over a vibrant organization to Bob Conder,
K4RLC, my successor.

73,

Bruce

MARCO OFFICERS, 2020-2021
Mailing addresses for the are on QRZ.com.
E-mail is preferred, phone contact info is provided
for the President and Secretary only.
President: Bruce Small, M.D., KM2L
KM2L@arrl.net
P: 716.713.5597
President-Elect: Bob Conder, Psy.D., K4RLC
Bconder@yahoo.com
Secretary: Jay Garlitz, D.M.D., AA4FL
jay.aa4fl@gmail.com
C: 352.246.6003
Treasurer: Charles Lind, M.D., N8CL
charles.lind@gmail.com

Web Master: Dave Lieberman, KT8E
dlieberman@computer-methods.com
Radio-Internet Coordinator: T. “Chip” Keister, M.D., N5RTF
n5rtf@tkeister.net
MediShare Director: Arnold Kalan, M.D., WB6OJB
wb6ojb@yahoo.com
Newsletter Office: Warren J. Brown, M.D., KD4GUA
warren.brown1924@gmail.com

REGIONAL DIRECTORS:
(1st call district) Vice-Admiral Don Arthur M.D., K1DCA
k1dca@arrl.net
(2nd call district) Barry Rabin M.D., WB1FFI
execudoc1@gmail.com
(3rd call district) Keith Adams, M.D., N3IM
n3im@arrl.net
(4th call district) Mary Favaro, M.D., AE4BX
maryfav@aol.com
(5th call district) Linda Krasowski, R.N., KE5BQK
bkrasowski@elp.rr.com
(6th call district) Paul Lukas N6DMV
dmvpalko@yahoo.com
(7th call district) William House, M.D., WA7WFH
williamfhouse@gmail.com
(8th call district) Roger M. Higley, D.D.S., W8CRK
rhigley599@aol.com
(9th call district) Bill T. Hargadon, (Chaplain) WA9HIR
(0 call district) Carlyle Rowland R.N., N0ARN
cbrnurse@gmail.com
DIRECTORS AT LARGE:
Prof. Harry Przekop, MphPA, Biophysicist/Medical physicist,
WB9EDP, hprzekop@aol.com
Arnold Kalan, M.D., WB6OJB, wb6ojb@yahoo.com

, KM2L

Chip Keister, M.D., N5RTF, n5rtf@tkeister.net
Jeff Wolf, M.D., K6JW, k6jw@arrl.net
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Minutes of the MARCO Annual Meeting held at 1500
UTC Saturday May 16, 2020 via Zoom

Website Report – Dave Lieberman KT8E – MARCO website continues to function well

Attendees There was a nice attendance present at this first
MARCO Zoom meeting of any kind. The meeting was hosted
gratis by KT8E - Dave Lieberman, through his company. If
you notice any omissions please notify secretary@marcoltd.org.

Aether – Jay Garlitz AA4FL and Warren Brown KD4GUA –
for now, Jay will alternate bimonthly newsletters with Warren.
Warren’s will be the traditional mailed newsletter. Jay’s on
alternate issues (3 a year) will be an online only newsletter.

Etsu JA0BXP (midnight his time), Dave KT8E, Harry
WB9EDP, Michaline KC9ARP, Diane N2HIW, Dave KN2M,
Bruce KM2L, Jay AA4FL, Joe WB2MXJ, Marc WA3QWA,
Warren KD4GUA, Keith WD9GET, Keith K3IM, Jerry N4TSC,
Mary AE4BX, Barry WB1FFI, Chuck N8CL, Bobbie, W1BEW,
Linda KE5BQK, Bernie KD5QHV, Chip N5RTF, Roger
W8CRK, Bob K4RLC, Paul N6DMV and Jeff K6JW.
Agenda is available online

Presidents Report - Jay Garlitz AA4FL – Bylaws review,
not much progress from the committee formed last year.
KM2L will be revising for submission to the group, please
send him any of your suggestions/comments.
Secretary Report - Joe Breault WB2MXJ
Review/approval of 2019 annual meeting minutes. The membership database shows there are 10 gratis members and159
members up to date with dues (next dues date 1/1/2021 or
later). The following remain on the newsletter mailing list
though arrears in dues: 18 last paid 2019 dues, 21 last paid
dues in 2018, 4 last paid 2017 dues, and 13 last paid 2016
dues. Those with dues last paid in 2016/17 will be deleted
from the mailing list after the annual meeting.

Grand Rounds on the Air – Warren Brown KD4GUA Grand rounds continues to successfully operate each Sunday
morning.
WB5D Report – Jeff Wolf K6JW (trustee). Log is currently
empty. If the WB5D’s call sign is used for any special events,
please send the logs to Jeff K6JW@arrl.net so they can be
included in the official log. QSL cards should be printed up,
Jeff will coordinate, send any design ideas to him. Approved
the QSL card and use MARCO funds up to $100.00. Marc
WA3QWA volunteered to work on identifying on-the-air special events in Medicine that the call can be used for.
Old Business:

•
•

•

Necrology Report - Joe Breault WB2MXJ
The names of those lost since our last annual meeting were
read (list follows on page 6 of this issue). A moment of silence
was held for those lost. Please notify secretary@marcoltd.org of any omissions, those in MARCO that you are aware
of that passed away in the past year.
Treasurers Report - Charles Lind N8CL - Full Treasurer's
Report with transaction details is available online
Administrative Account April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020
April 1, 2019 balance: $6,779.19
March 31, 2020 balance $5,622.41

•

New Business:

•
•

•

Medishare/Activities Account
April 1, 2019 balance: $21,966.26
March 31, 2020 balance: $20,641.26
Allocations within Medishare Activities Account
• Medishare $6,525.00
• Scholarship $8,050.00
• Lochner memorial scholarship $ 500.00
• Not allocated $5,566.26
Note: FAR and ARRL scholarships are funded every other
year, next in 2021. The 2019 winners are listed in old business. The Lochner memorial scholarship will be awarded next
year.
Project MediShare International Report
WB6OJB (not present for report)

- Arnold Kalan

ARRL and FAR MARCO 2019 Scholarships (Jay
AA4FL): ARRL was Margaret McGuire KX4ED and FAR
was Lauren Vidal K6LIV.
DXpeditions 2019 (Jay AA4FL): MARCO visited V31,
HQ9, ZF and J6 on Dxpos in 2019. J6 was an award
winning CQWW SSB entry at J68MD by Dave KN2M,
Bruce KM2L, Bob K4RLC, Diane N2HIW and Jay AA4FL,
2nd in NA, 7th in world, low power, one radio, multi-op.
Will plan more Dxpos in 2022 after a COVID-19 break.
Proposed Revisions to the By-Laws (Bruce KM2L):
Dues, Membership Structure: KM2L will be revisited with
the help of Jeff K6JW, for submission to the group,
please send them any of your suggestions/comments.
Lochner scholarship/memorial (Jay AA4FL): will be
awarded in 2021 in coordination with his wife Marcia.

•

•

Review and assign committees (Bruce KM2L): no
need for any at this time
Electronic Communication (Jay AA4FL): Website,
Google Group, Publicity, Newsletter ,Aether, Facebook,
Twitter; discussed current status and plans for cobranding. No specific motions made
Meetings (Jay AA4FL): HamVention, HamCation, Board
Meetings discussed. Discussed focusing on keeping our
booth in Dayton/Xenia but using ARRL space in Orlando
to gather at a specific time. Consider quarterly zoom
meetings; leave this to discretion of president rather than
a motion.
Reviewed Regional Directors (regional and at large),
nomination and election: William House WA7WFH of
Friday Harbor WA (7th district), Carl Rowland N0ARN of
Pueblo West CO (0 district), Jerry Ziperstein N4TSC of
Boca Raton FL (at large)..
Nominations and Election of Officers 2020 - 2022: Bruce
Small K2ML President, Bob Conder K4RLC PresidentElect, Jay Garlitz AA4FL Secretary. Officers were formally installed.

Next meeting will be a quarterly board meeting via Zoom
on August 15th, time TBD.
Meeting Adjourned.
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Members who have become silent keys since our 2019 meeting.
W0RPH – Tom Brewer,
W8MXJ – Kenneth Covey
W6DUH – Jacob Sharp
WA9JMX – W Brandford Martin
K0FS – Fredric Simowitz
4X1LL/W4JMA – Lionel Lieberman
N3MBW – Judy Hoenig (wife of late member
Gene Hoenig)
Margaret Brown (wife of Warren KD4GUA)

RIP

SK

Margaret Brown
With sadness member Dr. Warren Brown
KD4GUA shares the passing of wife Margaret
(Roos) Brown, 78, who died April 9, 2020 from
the Corona virus in Clearwater, FL.

Margaret was born Nov. 2, 1941 in Borne, Nederlands and was educated in Venezuela and
Curacao prior to returning to Holland where she
married CDR DeNooyer of the Dutch Navy.
Following the birth their only child, Eric, they
separated and she came to the U.S. where her
parents had taken residency.
In the U.S. she met Dr. Warren Brown and they
were married in 1970, thwarting her ambition to
be an airline stewardess. A daughter, Annemarie, was born in 1972.

MediShare International News
Arnold Kalan, WB6OJB, Director

Take this opportunity to send a donation
in recognition of a member’s exemplary
service to MARCO or in memory of a
member’s loss, and assist MARCO’s way
of helping the less fortunate worldwide.
MARCO is a 501 (3)(c) organization and
Medishare International is a project of MARCO. Make
checks out to MARCO and place in memo portion the purpose of the donation.
Donate online by…

Lee Lieberman, W4JMA / 4X1LL, Silent Key
With sadness member Dave Lieberman KT8E
shares the passing of Lee Lieberman, a long
time MARCO member. He passed peacefully
on March 11, 2020 in Tel Aviv, Israel at the
tender age of 92.5. Lee is survived by his wife,
Judy and children — Dave (KT8E), Ruth
(KA0SYX), Nina (KA9NWX) and Gay.
Lee was a great physician, stellar role model
and above all — the quintessential ham. His
love of radio began in the Navy as a radio operator (military call sign N0JRT). It was not
unusual to see Lee scamper up a telephone
pole to adjust his tri-band beam. Or grazing the
aisles at the Dayton HamVentions.

...Clicking on the graphic above brings to bring up our Web
interface so you can conveniently and safely make your
donation. Thank you for your donation!
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MEMORIES OF YEARS AGO IN MARCO
Our History Book

The Secretary’s Keyboard Korner
secretary@marco-ltd.org

Ten years ago in MARCO - June 2010

This issue of the Aether is being released electronically, not
by mail. It is paramount for these types of effort that members
have their e-mail on file so we may distribute the Aether when
presented in electronic format, by link in an e-mail. It is equally
important for you to be on our listserv so you may contribute to
group discussions about MARCO and it’s flagship publication.

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Current President Bruce Small was Webmaster 15 years
and he started our Internet presence.
The newsletter was called the Aether and Warren was going strong at 85 years of age.
Regular columns were still within from MARCO luminaries
such as “Smitty’s Corner” by Robert Smithwick W6CS,
“News From Canada” by Bob Morgan VE3OQM and his cat
“Bowser”.
Most of the Officers and Directors listed are still very active
in MARCO, a sign of a successful organization.
A Dysfunctional Ham Dictionary present is still relevant
today and worth reading.
There were articles on the benefits od spaceflight and who
was Buck Rodgers was explored.
ADHD was discussed and a questioner was included for
adults for self-assessment.

Twenty Five years ago in MARCO - June 1995

•

•
•
•

MARCO had a huge but Small effort getting on the Internet.
To find MARCO on the Internet It was hosted on a site at U
of Buffalo and had a web address of great length, common
in those days. Bruce was collecting e-mail addresses as
well, and still does!
The Newsletter was called the MARCO Newsletter
Nets were held on 20m, 40m and 75m.
MARCO received publicity when three members on frequency after receiving a call from a ham in Dallas, who was
on a regular schedule with a group of five men aboard a
raft that had left Ecuador two weeks previous. They were
on a, trip similar to the Kon Tiki of the 40s, attempting to
float to Hawaii. But two weeks out, one developed multiple
boils developing on his body, and they requested MARCO
to have a physician on frequency for their scheduled meeting that afternoon.

Many of our members avoid social media including Facebook
use out of concern or requirement that their personal viewing
causes exposure that is not allowed in their profession, or of
concern that patients see their posts. A member recently suggested that he was in that situation, and as a solution he found
using an online alias met the criterion needed for his online
use. Click here for an article about using an alias online to
mask your identity. A similar approach can be taken with email address use, employ a stealth/anonymous e-mail that
forwards to your private and discrete e-mail address.
Jerry N4TSC mentioned recently that many of our MARCO
Members have talents and hobbies outside of health care and
amateur radio. He reported pilots of the flying variety (vs. ship
or dxpedition pilots) such as himself among our members.

From past discussions with members I am aware we have
members who are musically talented within our ranks. I am
also aware we have professional educators including Deans of
Medical and Dental Schools.
Please write in and tell us if you if you are involved/enjoy any
of these activities/vocations and of any others I will add the
information to our member database and put you in contact
with others within MARCO of similar interest.

Another MARCO member group DXpedition-DxCation with
much for spouses to join in on is in the preliminary stages of
planning. Dave KN2M, Diane N2HIW, Bob K4RLC and myself
are evaluating a four DXCC entity trip for 2022 right after our
HamVention MARCO meeting in Dayton-Xenia. An added
plus for the proposed
trip is that May-June is
within Sporadic-E season on 6m!
One flight to Dutch Sint
Maarten coupled with a
drive to the French Saint
Martin side of the island
and ferry rides to Anguilla and St. Barts makes
for a very attractive trip.
Participate in the trip
segments that interest
you as approximately
one week will be
planned for each DXCC
entity, four different opportunities for
you to participate.
The group will keep you posted as
plans progress. E-mail AA4FL if this
sounds like a trip you would want to
participate in!
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The COVID-19 crisis in New Orleans
in comparison to Hurricane Katrina.
MARCO Director at Large Dr. Chip Keister, N5RTF
As early as the first day the lockdown
was like “a hurricane with electricity”,
but yet very different. Katrina presented a last minute evacuation, literally 12
hours before landfall. We went to Jackson, MS for 2 weeks, then I came back
to live and work in Ochsner Medical
Center while wife Terry took our pets
to spend another 2 weeks in Dallas. We both returned
home at the end of September.
Hurricanes are a familiar experience on the Gulf Coast.
Major hurricanes hit about every years 20 years with an
anxious lead-up, 12 to 24 hours of sheer terror, and usually 1-2 weeks of miserable cleanup with limited access to
food, water, and utilities. If you survive the storm itself and
subsequent looting, you are probably going to be physically safe. Waiting for the COVID-19 lockdown order was in
some ways like waiting for a hurricane to hit. On the day
before, we had one last party with our friends in our neighborhood bar. Then we hunkered down for a long dull
spring.
As a physician, I continued to go to work every day. As the
death count began to rise, all practitioners who could work
through telemedicine began to make the transition. Fortunately, practicing through telemed is fairly easy for a psychiatrist. Being a ham radio operator gave me a leg up in
handling multiple pieces of A/V hardware simultaneously. I
still went to the hospital about 2 days a week to do ECT
and see elderly patients with no access to technology. No
one in our department so far has gotten sick.
Psychiatric issues secondary to Katrina were initially related to people running out of medicines or withdrawing from
alcohol or recreational drugs. Later, anxiety and depression over losses, and separation from family and friends
became chronic topics for treatment.
The COVID-19 story has not yet been fully written. Anxiety
and depression are here as well. ICU nurses have been
hit hardest. Persons whose primary coping mechanisms
involve physical activity or social interaction have not done
well. Agoraphobics, on the other hand, are doing just fine!
People whose strength comes from religion have had to
deal with remote or greatly scaled-back services. Some
people are dealing with multiple deaths in their families,
without the closure that comes from attending a funeral.
Later, losses of jobs and businesses will extend to loss of
some homes and vehicles as well. I personally have been
fairly busy for all but about 2 weeks of the crisis, and I
expect to be much busier over the summer. We were
asked to take vacation days now and to plan to work
straight through the rest of the year. I am caught up on my
CME's before June – a new record!
Wife Terry adds that for Katrina when in town soon after
they were under a curfew at 6pm until the sun came up
and the National Guard was everywhere. One night she
was sitting on the front steps when Humvees pulled up
and about 40 troops piled out. They were gathered in front
of their house to receive their orders for the night. She will
never forget that sight!. For COVID-19 the economic hit in
New Orleans threatens to surpass Katrina, because the
main industry is tourism. She fears that many of the restaurants, bars, and shops will not survive.

Press releases written by Harry Przekop WB9EDP and
Michaline Przekop KC9ARP about our Nets.
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Why Should You Explore the Newest Digital Modes?
6m Sporadic-E, Meteor Scatter, and EME Nirvana
Jay Garlitz D.M.D., AA4FL

6m FT8 DX and COVID-19
Dr. William J. Schmidt, K9HZ- J68HZ
Soufriere, St. Lucia W.I.,

FCC Trustee of W4DFU at the Univ. of FL
www.gatorradio.org

owner www.VillaGrandPiton.com
Host to the MARCO J68MD CQWW SSB 2019 Team

Trying new aspects of our dynamic radio activities is well worth
the effort. We tend to stay in our comfort zone so I hope the
articles and tutorial video links on this page help you discover
fun beyond your expectations. Being an elmer for college and
high school students has afforded me an return in enjoyment in
ham radio exceeding my time spent volunteering. Engaging
new hams in that age group and accommodating their personal
hobby interests as trustee has broadened my horizons in ways I
could have never imagined. Prior to my faculty related service
Prior to that I had never used the OSCAR satellites or digital
modes. Perhaps you have grandchildren to elmer...

Sometimes quarantine can have a positive effect as I have
found while under lock down in St. Lucia (J6). I’ve been on
the island since February 20th to participate in the ARRL
DX SSB contest. After the contest I stayed two additional
weeks… just long enough for the COVID crisis to fully develop and the Government of St. Lucia to ban the arrival
and departure of ships and planes. While this might be
problematic to some…, for a retired ham in a tropical Caribbean paradise with a decent ham station, it became more
of blessing.

My Top Considerations for Making Digital QSO’s

During my stay, six
meters became active
starting about midApril, and had been
building steadily every.
Of the 86,000+
contacts I’ve made this
trip… about 2,100
were made on six meUsing https://pskreporter.info/ ters, netting forty one
confirmed states towards WAS and sixty seven countries towards DXCC.

•

Being Antenna Challenged. My South Florida Community does not allow permanent antennas. Digital modes allow me to make many QSOs not possible in other modes
with temporary antennas such as quickly deployed stealthy
G5RV junior, Hamsticks or Buddipole.

•

Less Power is needed, QRP is effective. For portable
and mobile use I use an ICOM-7000 and for QRP use a
FLEX-1500, FT8 use provides band contacts in modest
situations including low power.

•

Low end of the Solar Cycle. QSO’s possible when otherwise not possible. This is the fun imparted by the use of
freely made available by Princeton’s K1JT, Joe Taylor,
and his WSJT-X mode FT8.

•

Interacting in Real Time. Auxiliary programs such JTAlerts allow you to have an online text based chat with other users who are on the FT8 segment of the band.

Typically we have e-skip openings to Europe build in the
late afternoons (19:00 UTC) and continue up to gray
line. Openings to the northern Caribbean and states east
of the Mississippi In the early morning (12:00 UTC) have
been welcome to work towards WAS. States west of the
Mississippi have yet to open except for Alaska and Washington states.

•

FT8 It is not Conversational. A pro and a con! You are
not going to have anything close to ragchews as each exchange is limited to 13 characters that are transmitted over
a 15 second window. QSO’s take about one minute, helping those who are time constrained as working professionals often are. FT8 does free you from the macro boredom
of PSK31 QSOs where the contacted station often sends a
brag list of everything they have done and own in ham radio.

One afternoon I had a surprise opening to the middle-east,
where I worked 7Z1, Z37, 3B8, and a VU2 all within the
span of about 15 minutes. The entire opening lasted for 30
minutes, but was fruitful for the DXCC country count. Most
of the contacts have been made of FT8, although SSB and
CW contacts can occur as the band builds. As we get into
the heart of the summer, I look forward to longer openings
and the possibility of working those states west of the Mississippi. See you on six meters!

•

You do need a Computer or tablet for processing audio
and a radio that can be CAT controlled. Lean on a friend
who is using the modes or use online tutorials. On 6m with
modest shack/antenna read about these modes for Sporadic-E DX, Meteor Scatter and EME.

•

•

DXCC Totals. Perhaps your local operating situation that is
modest in antenna or power, Dx is not only possible, but
can be effectively chased. My home DX club the North
Florida DX Association is a seasoned group that of hams
that I thought would find this to be sacrilege. To my surprise they embraced it, one of their favorite modes. Most
DxPeditions use FT8 to replace RTTY as the digital mode
for contacts.
Propagation Tool and Beacon-like. See where you and
others are being received in real time on HF bands on FT8
with programs such as PSK reporter. You then can apply
this information to QSY to the SSB and CW bands for
QSOs targeting the geographic areas that are open.

Hypertext Links to Online 6m-FT8 Video Tutorials

FT8 for Beginners

FT8 mode using WSJT-X and JTAlert
FT8 On 6m / 50 Mhz
Using FT8 as a 6m and HF Beacon
A look through a 6m WSJT-X FT8 Receiving Window
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MARCO MEMBERS IN VIDEO
Making Important Contributions

Click on the Hypertext and images to learn more
about the exciting ways MARCO members are making contributions to Ham Radio and Society

Ham Radio Operator Driven Open Source
Ventilator Project - HamNation
Episode 454 May 20, 2020

MARCO Tome Time, Members in Print
Jeff Wolf, K6JW, is a MARCO Past-President and CW
operator par excellence who has a set of Vibroplex paddles named designed by him carry his call. Jeff is also
an author. His publications are featured below. If you
know of other authors who are MARCO members
please let us know at the Aether, aether@marco-ltd.org,
so we may feature them in future editions.
Books in print under the pen name of J. Allan Wolf include: Spacebraid and Other Tales of a Dystopian Universe, Zenoscopy: A Somewhat Coherent Collection of
Short Stories, and Weathergirl: The Not-Exactly-ASequel to Zendoscopy.
For more information and to purchase click this link.
Books by Dr. Gibby, who is also featured in this issue

MARCO Member Dr. Gordon Gibby KX4Z

Gordon recently appeared on HamNation
making a presentation on an open source
ventilator project, one that many hams dedicated design time to. Bill, J68HZ, who submitted a FT8 article to this issue of the Aether
contributed the “highly accurate flow measurement”. As you view the video note it is
16+ minutes of a longer online show, and
starts at the 5:30 minute mark.

MARCO Past-President Harry Przekop WB9EDP,
appeared on HamNation discussing the MARCO
member Led 40m COVID-19 Informational Net
HamNation Episode 451 May 20, 2020
Click image to view. The 40m net is described in a press release on page 9 of this issue of the Aether, excepts are below

Hams are meeting the challenge at designing
a timely and critically needed ventilator at this
time of COVID-19 challenge, that can affordably produced and distributed. Gordon describes the effort in this HamNation episode.
Gordon has recently retired from the Univ. of
Florida department of Anesthesiology. He is
Univ. of Florida Press Release
ARRL News Coverage
Books in Print by Dr. Gibby

Members of the Medical Amateur Radio Council Organization (MARCO) are conducting a special informational net
regarding COVID-19 on Wednesday USA/Thursdays UTC
at 00:30 UTC on 7.222 MHz led by biomedical physicist,
infectious disease specialist and MARCO Past-President,
Harry J. Przekop, WB9EDP, and MARCO Director and ophthalmologist, Jerry Ziperstein, N4TSC. If there is interference on the band the net will move to 20m at the normal
MARCO frequency of 14.342 MHz.
Members of MARCO include many with personal views of
the COVID-19 crisis as it relates to their life and professional
experiences. Physicians from numerous specialties and
other health professions have checked in including flight
surgeons, a biomedical physicist, infectious disease specialists, trauma surgeons, dentists, biochemists, pharmacists,
clinical psychologists, etc., to engage in stimulating and
informative discourse on this timely medical topic. The net
has a worldwide listenership of amateur radio operators and
shortwave listeners who have expressed appreciation to
MARCO members for contributing to this venue of public
health awareness.
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MEDICAL AMATEUR RADIO COUNCIL, LTD.,
New Membership Application & Renewals

NEW FACES for MARCO &
RENEWALS, as of April 30, 2020

Join online at
https://marco-ltd.org/join-marco-amateur-radio/

March-April 2020

or by mail form

New Members and renewal since
the last issue of the Aether

REGULAR MEMBERSHIP $25: A licensed professional
in the health care field who holds an amateur radio license.
A DX Membership is $25 in U.S. currency .
ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP $15: Anyone licensed or
unlicensed who is interested in medicine and radio.

KT8E – Dave Lieberman – Tracy, CA
KA1WBN – Martin Diamond – Norwalk, CT
K9LZJ – Hank Wolfla – Indianapolis, IN

10 year Regular membership fee $200 (a saving of $50).

N9GJ – Greg Johnson – Florence, WI
N0ARN – Carlyle Rowland – Pueblo West, CO

Name: ______________________________________________

AE4TM – Edwin Jones – Knoxville, TN

Address: ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Expressed interest:

Call Sign: ______________

VE7GLI – Barry Glickman – Cortes Island,
BC, Canada
KN6HTD – Jojo Melendres - Sacramento, CA

Type License: T / G / E

Phone:_________________ e-mail:________________________
Birthday____________ (Year optional.) Member ARRL: Y / N

WHY NOT SEND A HAM FRIEND A
MEMBERSHIP IN MARCO, $15,
ONE WHO IS INTERESTED IN BOTH MEDICINE & RADIO.

Applications for membership should be sent to
Secretary Jay Garlitz
6308 Kings Gate Circle
Delray Beach, FL 33484, USA

Strange happening in May 2020 — from Jay AA4FL…

...expressed in the journalistic style of Dr. Warren Brown...
...This happened without 20/20 vision and
could have happened more than once
if I was flying in a plane.

Send your guess to aether@marco-ltd.org.

I wrote some of this newsletter copy on
May 20 at 20:20:20 2020.

Edition
(2000-2020)
June 2020

Can you guess what article that was?

123rd

Perhaps 20/20 will cover the story but if not $20+ donations to
our project MediShare International will afford as much pride.

